INTRODUCTION
It amused Federico to make these anonymous beings out of a song
characters in his play, along with many others in the same play who are
taken from real life. The exception, perhaps, is the heroine, who con-
stitutes a symbol of the Granadine. I do not know up to what conscious
point this is true, but this Granadine feeling was an emotion which
always compelled him and which explains certain forms, certain aspects
of his poetry and drama. The game to which I have alluded, that of
relating real persons to literary and invented ones, was very much the
poet's, for he never forgot his childhood games; they are always present
in his plays.
None of the other lyric passages may be separated from the play, for
they obey one of its essential purposes: a fusion of laughter and tears
with poetic intention. I have not deduced this purpose. The author told
me of it while he was writing the play. I remember his words: 'If in"
certain scenes the audience doesn't know what to do, whether to laugh
or to cry, that will be a success for me.' Of all the poet's plays this is the
most Granadine - full of that unstruggling frustration which is at the
basis of everything Granadine.
The hidden personage in the pky is Granada. And in all his work there
are hidden players, masked beings, poetic symbols, butterflies, steeds,
dead children: blind forces who step out on the stage or who merely
haunt it - and who mysteriously embody the character, the artistic pro-
file of a race, its fate, its life, and dreams, its failure and death.
This intervention of hidden players became one of his technical re-
sources. It is evident in The House ofBemarda Alba, for perhaps the most
prominent character in this play never appears on the stage at all.
Quietly, this device is in almost all his plays. That is why the same
standards of criticism cannot be applied to this type of theatre as to a
theatre on a basis that is not poetic. For in drama such as Federico's the
characters (the leading characters much more than the minor ones) are
rather in the nature of symbols than of individual beings. And this, in
short, is what the great Spanish theatre has been able to do better thftn any
other great theatre. Neither Don Juan, nor Fuente Ovejuna, nor the
Mayor of Zalamea, nor Sigismund embody individual beings; neither
may they be measured by a 'psychological' criterion. Nevertheless,
there are no literary characters who better identify themselves with their
audiences. There is no theatre which embodies more profoundly than
the Spanish theatre the character, the hopes, the beliefs, and the dreams
of the people of its country.
With his drama, Federico was the playwright who most resolutely in
modern times turned toward real Spanish tradition - a tradition ignored
in a surprising manner by Benavente himsel£
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